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LEADING FROM THE EDGES: THE CASE OF A SMALL SICK ENTERPRISE Affiliation : Goa Institute of Management, Goa, India



Debabrata Sen RockenjitSinha Tirtheshwar Banerjee Sarath Chandra Shenoi Contact Details: GIM, Ribandar Campus, Panjim, Goa – 403006, India Tel:0832-2366700/ 0832-2490322; E-mail: [email protected]



Dalvi, a marketing executive, turned a businessman bought on auction a packaging box manufacturing factory borrowing Rs. 18 lakhs from a bank at 18% interest. Since then events began to go against him leading to the closure of the factory. The Bank made some nominal concessions which were too small and too late to make any difference. In the meantime interest payments were piling up even during the time the factory was closed. The factor causing a host of troubles for Dalvi was his decision making process. We noticed the primary reason behind the troubles was his emotions which played critically in his business decisions. He approached the Industry Department of the government for assistance. The government reviewed the problems and identified possible solutions. Key words: Sick unit, Cooperative bank, sensitivity analysis, Assistance package



BACKGROUND RajendraDalvi bought on auction a sick unit from the EDC (Economic Development Corporation, a public sector entity) in July, 1997. The unit, Omncar Offset Packaging, was registered with DITC (Directorate of Industries, Trade & Commerce), Goa in 2003 and the Development Commission, New Delhi. Omncar became operational and ran for four years, then became sick in 2002. Its bank Madgaon Cooperative reshuffled the loan and let the unit run. And the unit, Omncar after two years following the reshuffle of loan again became sick in 2004 because the bank did not honour its commitment on the supply of the working capital on time. It then applied to DITCfor assistance to revive the unit. DITC presently is reviewing the application.



The main issues before us are the questions: Can it be revived? Is it cost effective and worthwhile reviving Omncar, if it is, how do we propose a revival plan, and will the available government programs and their resources are adequate enough to implement the revival?



Eligibility under Government Scheme



At this stage we will consider whether or not Omncar is eligible to receive assistance under the government programs stipulated in the Official Gazette, Government of Goa (17th June, 2008).The eligibility criteria the Gazette states, among other things,“(ii) The closed and sick industrial units which have already availed various facilities offering help/incentives due to sickness from the State or any other Agency would not be entitled to the facilities under this Scheme.”(Second page, first column)



In 2002 Omncar stopped production for the lack of adequate working capital which was supposed to receive from the bank. The Madgaon cooperative Bank then noticing the unit’s closure reshuffled the existing loan by reducing the interest rate from 18% to 17% and promising to offer working capital based on performance. However from the working capital/ drawing rights of Rs. 3 lakhs given to Omncar, interest payments were subtracted and never the amount of working capital promised on performance based came along which led to the sickness and gradual collapse of the unit in 2004.
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If this event is considered as help/incentives from the “States or any other Agency” (the Gazette) then, Omncar is not eligible for benefits under this Scheme or program. However this particular aspect is moot and debatable requiring a legal or an Executive Decision. Assuming Omncar is eligible to receive benefits under this Scheme we will proceed further to review and look into the subject outlining its scope.



Scope and Organization This casereport is organized in the following four sections, namely 1. A review of the unit’s past operations in search for reasons causing this sickness, 2. An analysis of the gathered information and data, 3. An investigation of viable options available to revive it, and 4. Recommendation of a recovery plan for the decision



Issues/Reasons Leading to Sickness of the Unit



The day Dalvi acquired the sick unit from the EDC he could not get possession of it for six months and therefore the business could not start as planned. The major reasons behind this were:



1. A litigation between EDC (auctioneer) and the Madgaum Co-Operative Bank (lender to Dalvi) followed to decide on the interest payment as it is delayed the handover of the premises to the new owner; 2. The Madgaon Bank delayed the delivery of working capital to the Omncar by two years resulting in further delay and causing difficulties in the production; 3. The bank had agreed to increase the working capital with the increase of business, but stopped the working capital supply arbitrarily leading to the stoppage of Omncar operations.



The bank declared as per the RBI (Reserve Bank of India, the Central Bank) rules Omncar as a sick unit in 2002 when it could not service the loan and came up with a rehabilitation package which was too small and too late for the need. The unit remained sick since then.
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ANALYSIS A review of the events from the purchase on auction a sick unit to stoppage of operations of the same unit revealed many missteps of Dalvi resulted in gradually deterioration and nonperformance of the unit in a period of four years. A set of critical facts surfaced which we present briefly below then outlining similar facts on the Bank next to understand what went wrong.



Omncar Our overview shows the following critical tasks although routine were not followed or carried out by Dalvi namely, (1)The purchase on auction of the sick unit was not preceded by a routine due diligence analysis to justify the purchase; (2)The selection of a bank for a loan was made in haste, not understanding if the chosen bank is fit to service an industry/business loan especially his particular business needs; (3)Absence of a business plan and the details of its feasibility, the risk analysis in this particular business and how to cope and deal with them if things go wrong.



Bank



From the bank’s side, based on the limited observations and review of their related documents, things went wrong because: (1)The chosen bank seems to be not a right fit for industry loan servicing (e.g. need assessment of a manufacturing unit, industry lending experience etc. are missing) (2) The lending rate (interest) was set at high 18% p.a. (monthly cumulative) (3) The interest payment calculated even when Omncar was not operating; (4) Interest payment for the principal amount was charged to the allocated working capital reducing the size of the working capital available for genuine need for the business; (5) Letters for clarifications to the bank from Dalvi from time to time were never replied leading to persistent confusion.



These two sets of shortcomings listed above explain the start-up of the business was filled with troubles, and the troubles continued until the unit ceased to operate. The root causes for 3



them we trust from the Omncar side were due to lack of general management experience and business acumen as to how to think and operate as a businessman. In addition decisions were taken in each crucial stage in haste (e.g. quick bank loan, no due diligence, sign off bank’s contract not studying it etc.) which proved wrong and the selection of a bank for financing the capital for the business was proved fatally wrong. From the bank’s side, managing finance as far as the loan was concerned was fraught with delay in releasing the funds and arbitrary decision to stop the working capital.



Dalvi seems to be a good marketing professional with a network of connections in the pharmaceutical industry, his main client base. Contacts and contracts may not be a problem for him. However the problem is, how to manage a contract through his own plant, delivering products to a client handling production, accounts and finance, raw material supplies, banking relationship, labour and a host of things just by himself only although somewhat help he received from an accountant. It is seemingly a huge work load on a single man. Perhaps this could be managed at the beginning; but as business grows and client base increases the business of doing bigger business takes a toll and begins to show signs of inefficiencies and fatigue leading to sudden collapse.



This happens quite often in many start-up companies when the mountain top view of a business is lacking; just knowing the market and prospective customers are not enough to get into a business as Dalvi did. It requires, among many other things, a due diligence analysis, a road map of the contemplated business, a feasibility study preferably by an expert, network of mentors who can be consulted for guidance and a clear vision what to do with this business in the long run and how to get there. The way the business was run; Omncar did not show its road map and accountability for the business. Dalvi needs to do rethinking on his mission of doing business particularly his strategies how to sustain and reach his goals. He needs a lot of counselling in each step on his way. These can be arranged or done. A positive side ofDalvi is that he genuinely wants to save his enterprise and work smart to make money.



A deeper question that arises is: what triggered Dalvi to get into business in the first place. He was doing well in his job as a marketing executive that means he was earning well. Assuming he had a passion for owing and running his business; then why he did not go through the normal routine tasks like doing the due diligence, identifying the best sources for loans etc. 4



What



went



wrong?



We found as the situation unfolded the primary factor that caused the troubles was his emotions which played a critical role in making the business decisions. He wanted to jumpstart the sick unit forgetting to do due diligence before buying the enterprise on the auction. A critical mistake he made. Besides he did not assess the suitability of a bank which will finance and service his new business. The bank also did not assess the suitability of the person for the loan and the business experience needed to manage the enterprise, a manufacturing unit. And importantly at minimum he should have a business plan showing the road map where he wanted to reach - his destination. But he did not have. Something it appeared was missing and unnoticed in the whole business – an implementation plan.



If we are seriously thinking of assisting Omncar to begin production, pay back the corrected loan amount (interest payments), pay taxes and call back those employees who lost their jobs, then we can design a rescue plan along with the implementation strategy that may save him and revive his sick unit.



OPTIONS FOR REVIVAL



Available options to get the unit back on recovery track should look into factors which were pulling back and hurting the business. In this context three components of the Omncar need special attention for the recovery plan, among other things. They are: 1. Existing loan burden 2. Working capital need, and 3. Management practice



Loan Burden



The scope and burden of the loan may be clearer if we look at the numbers below: Original loan Year 1997



Principal Rs. 18 lakhs *



Year 1999



Working capital Rs. 5 lakhs



Feb.19, 2010 status
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Principal loan amount Interest payment accumulated Total



Rs. 33, 85,158.00 Rs.48,64,825.00 Rs. 82, 49,983.00to the Bank



Indian Rupee Rs. 50 = 1 US $ ; Rs. 1 lakh = Rs. 100,000.00



Latest status dated 26/07/2011 Rs. 98.95,855,.91



(details not readily available; the increased amount possibly the interest



amount accumulated between 2010 and 2011) to the bank



His additional debt Water bills Rs. 7000.00 Penalty



Rs. 50,000.00



Total



Rs. 57,000.00



to municipality



Electric bills Rs.6,460.00 Penalty nil Total



Rs. 6,460.00



to electric company



Total utility bills he owes: Rs. 63,460.00



Working Capital Need Dalvi may require fresh doses of working capital to the tune of Rs. 25 lakhs approx. (estimates given below **) to begin the production again; and as production grows his estimated working capital need will increase by 15% to 20% in the following 12-month period. Therefore, new sources of capital have to be identified.



**Estimated working capital need for beginning the production (in lakh) Maintenance/Repairing



Rs. 2.5



Three months stock of raw materials /other inputs



Rs.15.00



Work in process/progress



Rs. 5.00



Finished goods in inventory



Rs. 2.5



Total



Rs. 25.00
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Management Practice Dalvi’s operations of Omncar may need a fresh look at the management practices he has followed. This is basically a one-man show, Dalvi, one man handling and dealing with every aspect, small or big, of the business. It is obvious that in a small unit investment does not always permit to appoint all key personnel to run the business. But business planning must include a provision of appointing them when they are needed; otherwise it runs the risk of making wrong business decisions costing serious losses. He needs help in making the right operating decisions lowering the business risks. (Management training appendix 1)



TOWARD A RECOVERY PLAN How should we design a recovery plan in the case of Dalvi’s sick unit, Omncar? What kind of assistance this plan will entail? What will it cost in money and other assistance? Is it worthwhile to do so? If it is, what should we consider in the plan? We will try to answer below these questions, among many others. There may be three options to consider for Dalvi’s sick unit recovery plan and they are: First, to provide him with a total support consisting two components namely (1) funds and (2) management assistance, to get the unit on the right track and begin the operations; Second, to support only to the extent allowed by the government programs mandated by the DITC; and Third, to package an assistance program which matches, as much as possible, with the need and includes government‘s mandated assistance, and resources available from Dalvi and other third party sources such as Chamber of Commerce and additional loans from a financial institution, if available.



Before we review the suggested options for suitability, a question comes up: What were those critical factors which holding up Dalvi’s production?



A study of his operations at Omncar reveals the critical problem areas holding him up are: 1. Working capital 2. Management capacity, and 3. Financial analysis and business acumen
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Among these three factors one is a physical resource (working capital) and the other two are skills. The strategies for getting working capital and those for acquiring skills are different. One has to negotiate with a financial institution to get the working capital, while the skills can be acquired from the market at a price. They are indeed needed for a smooth running of the business. Let’s look at the three options to see what may be a good option forDalvi keeping those factors in mind.



EVALUATION OF OPTIONS We will briefly review the options beginning with the suggested first option.



First Option The first option requires complete package of assistance meaning funds and management support to turnaround the unit. But the question is: what would be the funding sources for the support system. It is not quite likely government programs will pay for his loan nor would the government supply new money for the recovery plan. At best government may arrange for relief and concession for the utility bills, deferment of commercial taxes and help negotiate with the Bank. It may offer some management counselling too. There is therefore a large gap what is needed in terms of resources and assistance and what is available with the government programs.



If the assumption is that the government programs will shoulder the full load of the recovery, especially loan payment, it may be a mistake. In brief the government programs may help but its scope is not open- ended rather limited. The first option therefore may not be feasible. Existing government programs however may play as a catalyst role by packaging the available assistance helping to negotiate with the Bank. This is the substance of discussion in the second option.



Second Option The second option basically expounds the scope of the government programs to assist the eligible sick units. These programs as per the Government Gazette of June 17, 2008 (RNI
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No.GOAENG/2002/6410; series 1 No. 11) outlined (see appendix 2) briefly the relevant relief and concessions to sick units similar to that of Dalvi’s enterprise.



The relief, concessions and waiver in the government programs may be divided into three groups: 1. Relief from Banks The sick unit in consultation with the bank prepares a feasibility report toward rehabilitating the unit which includes the rehab package from the said bank. After running the unit for three months utilizing rehab package, it becomes eligible for the waiver of the interest payments and penalty cost as per the RBI rules. 2. Relief from utility companies. Utility bills for electricity and water supply are waived during the closed period with user friendly conditions. 3. Relief from commercial taxes. Similarly commercial taxes are deferred with favourable conditions to the sick unit.



In summary, a legible sick unit may expect to get relief from the interest payments including penalties accrued during the closure following the three months operation with the rehab package from the Bank. Along with this, additional benefits include exemption from utility bills and commercial taxes during the same period the unit was closed.



Third Option



Are these benefits adequate enough for Omncar to begin the operations? It depends on the size of the rehab package from the Bank and getting the management assistance in place. There is also the lingering question looking at the past track records how the same Bank would deliver its obligations to Omncar when it begins its operations. On the safe side Omncar should also add its own resources mainly funds to smooth out the transition.



The basic package for Omncar will include three components namely, 1. Benefits from the government programs (relief from the interest payments, utility bills and commercial tax payments/deferment), 2. Rehab package from the bank to begin operation, and,
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3. Dalvi’s resources from friends and family members and possible income from leasing or renting his surplus land in the industrial estate.



The components when successfully implemented could lower the burden of the past due interest payments, relief and/or deferment of commercial taxes and raise capital toward beginning the production process.



The components however do not have the provision for management services, counselling and mentoring the process of recovery which we mentioned as one key factor responsible for the collapse of the unit. This has to be provided and it has a cost. May be the assistance can be provided as an additional service from a government program either for free or at cost. (See Appendix 1)



RECOMMENDED PACKAGE The package mainly has two components - (1) Financial resources and (2) Management assistance. The details are given below:



Financial Resources 1.



Rehab package from the bank as per the RBI guidelines with the condition of



monitoring of progress and performance of the unit; Benefits: Begins the operations under supervision for success 2. Government’s assistance as per the Gazette of 17th June, 2008; Benefits: Reduction of interest payment, among other things, levied when the unit was closed, thus reducing the burden of loan while restructuring the loan and interest payments following RBI rules. 3. Funds from Dalvi’s sources Benefits: It reinforces his stake in the company.
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Management Assistance 4.



Management assistance and training, suggested to be given by the Government or



from alternative sources. Benefits: Provides needed management training, mentoring and counselling for running the company which were missing.



SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS The recommended package has the strength to put Dalvi back on track. But he still carries a heavy burden, the past due interest payments to the bank. The issue is: Can he pay back the interests sooner? How? This brings us to the Sensitivity Analysis. We will try to see: (1) How the revenues are sensitive to the changes in price, (2) How they (revenues) are sensitive to the plant efficiency. The analyses will indicate if the past due payments can be paid out earlier.



The following operational characteristics were taken into account. Operating cycle=70 days Production cycle= 12 days Product portfolio= Cartons, Leaflets, Labels Core product= Cartons Shift duration= 8hrs Mode of operation=Single shift Processing Capacity=1 ton of raw material/shift Maximum Possible Production/Shift: 2 colour cartons: 64,000 units/ day 1 colour cartons: 1,28,000 units/ day 3 colour cartons: 42,670 units/ day Production distribution 75% of total units shall be of 2 colours 15% of total units shall be of 3 colours 10% of total units shall be of 1 colour Total production: 67,200 units/ day 11



Sales price: Rs 850 per thousand cartons



To arrive at the operating income, various operating costs had to be determined, viz., raw material costs (calculated as 65% of revenue), direct labour costs plus other manufacturing overheads (calculated as 15% of revenue).



Consequently the contribution margin was



determined to be 20%.



A schedule of expenditure for reviving the unit was prepared (Appendix 3).



The revenue from two-week production cycle at 100% plant efficiency comes out to be Rs 7,42,560 (Appendix 4).



As per the schedule provided by Dalvi, the unit shall begin production in the eighth week. Since a single production cycle shall be of two weeks duration, the production would be completed by the end of the ninth week.



The normal operating cycle in this business is of 70 days duration. The cash for the production that had started in the eighth week is received in the seventeenth week. Owing to this fact, it has been observed that there would be a shortage of funds until the seventeenth week. Thus for the uninterrupted functioning of the unit, a total package of 50 lakhs would be required including a provision for contingencies. The next step was to find out the payback period for the amount of Rs 50 lakhs.



A sensitivity analysis of revenue has been carried out vis-à-vis selling price and plant efficiency (Appendix 5)



For further analysis, the revenue of Rs 6, 70,706 at the selling price of Rs 830 per 1000 cartons and plant efficiency of 93% has been taken into consideration.



The sensitivity analysis of the operating cash flow against the margin has given the best case estimate for payback period as 92 weeks and the worst case estimate of 166 weeks. (Appendix 6)
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Depending on the schedule of expenditure, a funds management schedule has been prepared. (Appendix 7)



RISK ANALYSIS The following is a Risk Matrix for the various risks that could be faced by Dalvi



Risk Matrix



The risks – Financial and Operational - are analyzed in detail below:



Financial Risk Analysis



1) Impact on Payback period for the Government loan if Dalvi has to start servicing bank loan also.



Scenario 1: The total amount of Rs 25 lakhs is paid to the government within first 12 months after earnings realization, that is, monthly payments are made during the period August 2012 – July 2013. Thereafter, the payment to the bank is made in 96 monthly instalments (that is, 8 years) at the bank’s interest rate of 17% compounded monthly.
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Scenario 1 – Payment to Bank Monthly Payment to Alternative



bank



No of months



Years



1



Rs. 261,510



96



8



2



Rs. 279,486



84



7



The second option is feasible only when the contribution margin increases to around 21% due to new product manufacturing like labels and leaflets, double shift production, substantial improvement in business prospects. So, effectively, only the option with 8 years is viable here. Scenario 1 – Payment to Government Monthly Payment to Alternative



Govt.



No of months



Years



1



Rs. 208,334



12



1



Scenario 2:



The payment to the bank as well as the government starts simultaneously from August 2012. The amount outstanding to the bank as well as the bank can be paid off in a period of 8 years. Scenario 2 – Payment to Bank Alternative



Monthly Payment to bank



No of months



Years



1



Rs. 220,890



96



8



2



Rs. 236,074



84
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Scenario 2 – Payment to Government Alternative



Monthly Payment to



No of months



Years



Govt. 1



40,000



63



5



2



30,000



83



7



3



25,000



100



8 14



2) Delay in release of assistance from the Government due to upcoming elections etc. (Political Risk) :



Under such a scenario, the complete foundation of the feasibility approach will need to be revisited and reworked upon. Everything will get delayed; the payback period may get substantially prolonged.



Possible Mitigant: Dalvi needs to continuously follow up with the government office.



Operational Risk Analysis



Sensitivity of Payback Period with Raw Material Price and Over-head Cost



The above table explains the effects of changes in raw material prices and Overhead cost as a percentage of revenue on the payback period. Considering the optimistic scenario of raw material price at Rs. 800 per ton and overhead cost at 15% of revenue, the payback period is as low as 82 weeks. But, if the pessimistic scenario is considered i.e. raw material Price of Rs. 900 per ton and overhead cost of 25% of Revenue, the payback period may prolong to as much as 240 weeks (See Appendix 10)
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Other Risks



Some other risks which may be considered are that Dalvi is unable to get orders. It may be because of his inability to produce at required quality standards or the unwillingness of his past clients to do business with him. If there are no operational issues then he must beef up his marketing efforts to acquire new clients in the pharmaceutical industry or other sectors. If Dalvi does not stick to the schedule of work/investment, that the Government from its side will have no reason to release the funds. In the event that Dalvi avoids reporting accurate sales/revenue figures, the Govt. must ask for all the details of documents for the transactions. The Government must also conduct surprise checks in his factory to look in to his production and audits. For protection against any untoward incidents like fire accidents, proper insurance should be taken.



MARKET POTENTIAL



The unit used to serve companies in the pharmaceutical sector and ice cream companies. At present there are about 70 pharmaceutical companies in Goa. Dalvi wants to focus on his core product, carton and sell to his ex-clients in the pharmaceutical sector. Some of them have expressed interest to restart the business relationship with him. He has shown us one letter of intent from a pharmaceutical company. According to the data provided by him, if we take packaging product such as Flexible Packaging i.e. Paper Board Cartons there are only three to four major units in Goa such as Borkar Packaging-Margao, Big Box – Verna, JD FernandesMerces/Verna Mahaveer Packaging Marcel and Vimal Graphics Kundaim and another two to three SSI units in different Industrial Estates. These companies fulfill a very small part of the demand and most of the pharmaceutical companies fulfill their demand from neighboring states like Karnataka and Maharashtra.



FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS



Alternatives for Revival of the Unit For stable production and continuity of the unit an investment of Rs fifty lakhs will be required. In order to facilitate funding of the said amount, we have chalked out the following alternatives: 16



Option 1



Rs 25 lakhs from the government + Rs 25 lakhs from Dalvi



The considerations are as follows: The package of Rs 25 lakhs provided by the government shall be used primarily for the purchase of raw materials and to provide for the salaries of the manpower.



Dalvi shall provide for the initial refurbishing of the plant, overhauling/repairs/maintenance of the machinery and wages for the contracted workforce. The amount required is to the tune of Rs 18 lakhs. An amount of Rs 7 lakhs (nearly 20% of the required investment) must be held by Dalvi as a provision for contingencies. This will bring his total stake to Rs 25 lakhs. The proposed arrangement shall reinforce Dalvi’s stake in the unit. This also implies an equal sharing of risk between the two parties while ensuring a smooth functioning of the unit.



Option 2 Rs 15 lakhs from the government + Rs 35 lakhs from Dalvi



The considerations are as follows: Since the objective of the project is the complete revival of the unit, the said arrangement appropriately ensures that the owner remains the primary stakeholder in running the business. Apart from covering the shortfall in funds, the government assistance will also help in availing benefits under the Gazette of 17th June, 2008 (RNI No. GOAENG/2002/6410 series 1 No. 11) which will help in the revival of the sick unit.



Option 3: Rs 10 lakhs from the government + Rs 40 lakhs from Dalvi and one or more partners/investors



This will bring in more equity stakeholders in the business, thereby bringing in more sources of funds and additional expertise. Consequently, the assistance required from the government 17



shall be reduced. As mentioned earlier, the government assistance shall provide a portion of the funds and benefits under the Gazette of 17th June, 2008 (RNI No. GOAENG/2002/6410 series 1 No. 11) needed to revive the unit.



Option 4 Dalvi sells off the unit to willing buyers.



In the absence of proper funding sources, the most viable option for reviving the unit and running it profitably is to sell it off to an appropriate party. Assistance may be provided to Dalvi for finding a right buyer. In that case, the new buyer with enough funds can run the business smoothly and Dalvi can also be extricated from his financial troubles. REFERENCES Profile of Mid-career Entrepreneurs: career trade-offs and income appropriation of high human capital individuals in small business, Research and Statistics, Industry Canada, Ottawa, February, 2011



Small Manufacturing Enterprises: A Comparative Analysis of India and Other Economies, Little,IMD, Mazumdar,D and Page, J. Oxford University Press, 1987
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APPENDIX Appendix – 1



MANAGEMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM The system provides ideas, skills and training in starting and running a new business venture or expanding an existing one. It includes information and knowledge about the whole process of creating a business through training in the following mini courses.



Starting a Business and managing it Training courses Finding a Mentor or Counsellor



Accounting



Writing a Business Plan



Marketing Research



Establishing a Business



Marketing and sales



Preparing Finances



Operations



Loans, grants and Funding



Personal management



Marketing New Business



Record keeping and cash flow analysis



Technical assistance Accessing Gov. Programs Local Resources



Counselling and Training



Legal information Appendix – 2



Official Gazette, Government of Goa RNI No. GOAENG/2002/6410, Series 1 No. 11 Panaji, 17th June, 2008 Extraordinary No. 2
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Appendix –3



SCHEDULE OF EXPENDITURE •



Week # 1 (Nil) – Painting of facility, cleaning and other preparation



•



Week # 2 (3 Lakh) – Payment of utility bill : 1 Lakh – Settlement of previous wages due : 1 Lakh – Recruiting of machine operators : 0.5 Lakh – Contracting OEM representative : 0.5 Lakh



•



Week # 3 (11.4 Lakh) – Overhauling of equipment and copper and rubber roller remolding: 3 Lakh – Purchasing of spare parts & knife for cutting machine: 1 Lakh – Inbound logistics contract : 0.4 Lakh – Purchasing of raw material for trial: 7 Lakh



•



Week # 4 (1.5 Lakh) – Repairing of offset plate making machine and purchasing high voltage bulb: 1 Lakh – Contracting of manpower: 0.5 Lakh



•



Week # 5 (0.8Lakh) – Salary of manpower hired in 2nd week: 0.8 Lakh



•



Week # 6 (14.8Lakh) – Inbound logistics contract : 0.8 Lakh – Purchasing of raw material for production of 10 weeks: 14 Lakh



•



Week # 7 (Nil) – Marketing arrangement
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•



Week # 8 (2.05Lakh) – Payment to contracted manpower: 1.8 Lakh – Outbound logistics contract : 0.25 Lakh



•



Week # 9 (0.8Lakh) – Salary of manpower : 0.8 Lakh



•



Week # 10 (0.25Lakh) – Outbound logistics contract : 0.25 Lakh



•



Week # 12 (3.55 Lakh) – Invest in waxing and varnishing machineries: 1 Lakh – Outbound logistics contract : 0.25 Lakh – Payment to contracted manpower: 1.8 Lakh – Maintenance of offset printing machine: 0.5 Lakh



•



Week # 13 (0.8 Lakh) – Salary of manpower : 0.8 Lakh



•



Week # 14 (0.25 Lakh) – Outbound logistics contract : 0.25 Lakh



•



Week # 16 (2.05 Lakh) – Payment to contracted manpower: 1.8 Lakh – Outbound logistics contract : 0.25 Lakh



•



Week # 17 (1.3 Lakh) – Salary of manpower : 0.8 Lakh – Purchasing of value adding products (wax, varnish and lamination paper) : 0.5 Lakh
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Appendix 4



REVENUE FROM 2 WEEKS PRODUCTION CYCLE



Unit Capacity of production Duplex board (41" X 31") Duplex board (20" X 15") Carton Carton Avg. price/ 1000 carton Revenue/ week Revenue/ 2 week



2 color



no./ day no./ day no./ day no./ week



1 color



3 color



4,000 8,000 2,667 16,000 32,000 10,667 64,000 1,28,000 42,667 3,84,000 7,68,000 2,56,000 Rs. 850 Rs. 850 Rs. 850 Rs. 3,26,400 Rs. 6,52,800 Rs. 2,17,600 Rs. 6,52,800 Rs. 13,05,600 Rs. 4,35,200



Appendix 5



SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF REVENUE



Ton of Production/ day 0.75 0.78 0.80 0.83 0.85 0.88 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.98 1.00



PRICE Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



800 5,24,160 5,41,632 5,59,104 5,76,576 5,94,048 6,11,520 6,28,992 6,46,464 6,63,936 6,81,408 6,98,880



Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



810 5,30,712 5,48,402 5,66,093 5,83,783 6,01,474 6,19,164 6,36,854 6,54,545 6,72,235 6,89,926 7,07,616



Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



820 5,37,264 5,55,173 5,73,082 5,90,990 6,08,899 6,26,808 6,44,717 6,62,626 6,80,534 6,98,443 7,16,352



Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



830 5,43,816 5,61,943 5,80,070 5,98,198 6,16,325 6,34,452 6,52,579 6,70,706 6,88,834 7,06,961 7,25,088



Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



840 5,50,368 5,68,714 5,87,059 6,05,405 6,23,750 6,42,096 6,60,442 6,78,787 6,97,133 7,15,478 7,33,824



Rs. 850 Rs. 5,56,920 Rs. 5,75,484 Rs. 5,94,048 Rs. 6,12,612 Rs. 6,31,176 Rs. 6,49,740 Rs. 6,68,304 Rs. 6,86,868 Rs. 7,05,432 Rs. 7,23,996 Rs. 7,42,560
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Appendix 6



SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF OPERATING CASH FLOW



OPERATING MARGIN CASH FLOW 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20%



Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.



67,071 73,778 80,485 87,192 93,899 1,00,606 1,07,313 1,14,020 1,20,727 1,27,434 1,34,141



PAYBACK PERIOD (weeks) 166 153 141 132 123 116 110 105 100 95 92
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Appendix 7



FUND MANAGEMENT SCHEDULE



Appendix 8



DETAILED CALCULATION FOR SCENARIO 1:



For a single shift cycle with 93% utilization and average raw material price of Rs 830 per thousand cartons, revenue from a two-week production cycle = Rs 6,70,706 Contribution Margin = 20%



It is assumed that cartons are the only products and only single shift production is done. However, it is highly likely that other products like leaflets, labels etc will be produced and double shifts may also be initiated. In such a scenario, margin may increase.



Earnings (Revenue less Variable Costs) from a two-week production cycle = Rs 134,141 Earnings realization will start from the last week of July/first week of August 2012. 24



Earnings per month = Rs 268,282 Amount to be paid to the government = Rs 25,00,000 Payback period = 12 months Amount paid to the govt per month = Rs 2,08,334 Earnings retained for business per month = Rs 268,282 – Rs 208,334 = Rs 59,948 The whole amount of Rs 25 lakhs is paid to the govt. by first week of July 2013. Payment to the bank starts at July-end/ first week of August, 2013 Total outstanding to be paid to the bank, as of July 1, 2013 = Rs. 13,676,281



Given the earnings above, the outstanding to the bank can be paid in a period of 8 years (at the bank’s rate of 17% monthly compounded)



Monthly instalment = Rs 261,510 Even in the worst case scenario, Mr Dalvi will be left with Rs 268,282 – Rs 261,510 = Rs 6,772 in his hands per month after paying off the bank. Given Data Rate of Interest (Monthly Compounded)



17%



Outstanding as of July 31, 2011



9,895,856



Number of months
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Outstanding as of July 1,2013



Rs. 13,676,281



Calculation of Monthly Installment payable to the bank Rate of Interest (Monthly Compounded) Number of Months Outstanding Amount as of July 1, 2013 Installment



17%



17%



96



84



Rs. 13,676,281



Rs. 13,676,281



Rs. 261,510



Rs. 279,486
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Appendix 9



DETAILED CALCULATION FOR SCENARIO 2



Earnings per month starting August 2012 = Rs 268,282



Calculation of Monthly Installment payable to the bank Rate of Interest (Monthly Compounded)



17%



17%



96



84



Rs. 11,551,969



Rs. 11,551,969



Monthly Installment to Bank



Rs. 220,890



Rs. 236,074



Earnings



Rs. 268,282



Rs. 268,282



Monthly installment to Bank



Rs. 220,890



Rs. 236,074



Rs. 47,392



Rs. 32,208



Number of Months Outstanding Amount to Bank as of July 1, 2013



Amount Remaining
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Appendix 10



RAW MATERIAL AND OVERHEAD COST SENSITIVITY
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Assuming the Raw Material prices at Rs 830, the variation in Payback period with the variation in OH costs (as % of revenue) is shown below



Raw Material Cost



Rs 830



OH Cost as a % of Revenue



Payback (in weeks)



15%



86



18%



97



20%



107



22%



120



25%



146



Thus any substantial increase in overhead will increase the Payback period
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